We Clap and Sing Hello
We clap and sing hello       We wave and sing hello
We clap and sing hello       We wave and sing hello
With our friends at storytime With our friends at storytime
We clap and sing hello       We wave and sing hello

When Pets Wake Up in the Morning (Tune: "For He’s A Jolly Good Fellow")
When dogs wake up in the morning When cats wake up in the morning
When dogs wake up in the morning They always says meow
When dogs wake up in the morning When birds wake up in the morning
They always says woof woof When birds wake up in the morning
When cats wake up in the morning When birds wake up in the morning
When cats wake up in the morning The always say tweet tweet

Here Comes a Bunny
Here comes a bunny – hippity-hop (child squats and hops)
With ears so funny – flippity-flop (put index fingers to the side of head and wiggle)
When in danger he – sniffity-sniffs (wiggle nose/sniff around)
Then hides in his hole – jiffity-jiff (place hands over head)

Wash Wash Wash Your Hands
Wash wash wash your hands
Wash them nice and clean
Scrub them here
Scrub them there
Scrub them in-between

Two Little Feet
Two little feet go tap tap tap
Two little hands go clap clap clap
One little body turns around
One quiet body sits on down

“In a Jar” by Deborah Marcero [Penguin Random House]

Music Cube (2-3 rhymes)
The Wheels on the Bus / Itsy Bitsy Spider / Head, Shoulders, Knees, Toes / Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star / If You’re Happy and You Know It / Old MacDonald Had a Farm

Five Fancy Goldfish [Flannel Board]
Five fancy goldfish at the pet store
I’ll buy one for mommy and now there are four
Four fancy goldfish looking at me
I’ll get one for daddy and now there are three
Three fancy goldfish in a bowl they outgrew
I’ll get one for grandma and now there are two
Two fancy goldfish scales shining in the sun
I’ll get one for grandpa and now there is just one
One fancy goldfish swimming just for fun
I’ll take this one home with me and now there are none

ABC’s

Ms. Kristine Recommends! Books available at the library!
The Three Ninja Pigs by Corey Schwartz
Nobody Asked The Pea by John Stewig
The Chinese Emperor’s New Clothes by Ying Chang Compestine

Announcements

See You Later Alligator
See you later, alligator
In a while, crocodile
Give a hug, ladybug
Blow a kiss, jellyfish
See you soon, big baboon
Out the door, dinosaur
Take care, polar bear
Wave goodbye, butterfly